
¨		smoothing lotion
  All-in-one blow-dry styler increases 

manageability with medium hold. 
Repels humidity and provides 
definition. Increases styling control 
and tames frizz.

 For unruly and frizzy hair

¨		smoothing mask
  Concentrated argan butter 

formula. Intensely conditions to 
set the stage for smooth styling. 
Improves elasticity.

 For unruly and frizzy hair

¨		smoothing 
shampoo & conditioner

  AminoRenew™ ingredient aligns 
hair’s keratin structure. Smoothes 
hair from the inside out. Color-
safe. Sulfate, phosphate and 
paraben-free.

 For unruly and frizzy hair

¨		moroccanoil 
treatment

 For all hair types 

¨		moroccanoil 
treatment light

 For fine or light-colored hair

  The essential foundation for all 
hair types. A versatile styler that 
can be used for conditioning, 
styling and finishing. Fast-absorbing, 
antioxidant argan oil-infused 
formula transforms hair to become 
shiny, smooth and manageable. 
Speeds up drying time.
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¨		intense 
hydrating mask

  Concentrated formula deeply 
nourishes and replenishes moisture. 
Improves texture and elasticity. 
Increases shine.

 For medium to thick dry hair

¨		weightless 
hydrating mask

  Concentrated yet weightless 
formula hydrates and replenishes 
moisture. Improves texture and 
elasticity. Increases shine.

 For fine dry hair

¨		restorative hair mask
  High-performance reparative 

formula restructures and fortifies. 
Rich in protein to help rebuild 
damaged hair. Strengthens and 
restores elasticity.

 For weakened and damaged hair

¨		clariFying shampoo
  Deeply cleanses without 

stripping hair. Restores hair to 
a weightless, healthy balance. 
Color-safe. Sulfate, phosphate 
and paraben-free.

 For hair burdened by buildup

¨		hydrating 
styling cream

  Lightweight styler conditions, 
increases manageability and 
fights frizz. Soft hold, natural feel. 
Tames flyaways and refreshes 
day-two styles.

 For all hair types

¨		hydrating 
shampoo & conditioner

  Hydrates and nourishes to restore 
hair’s moisture balance. Infused 
with replenishing nutrients including 
Vitamins A and E and red algae. 
Color-safe. Sulfate, phosphate and 
paraben-free.

 For all hair types

¨		moisture repair 
shampoo & conditioner

  Helps restore health, strength 
and elasticity to hair. Infused with 
reparative proteins and fatty acids 
to help mend broken strands. 
Color-safe. Sulfate, phosphate 
and paraben-free.

 For weakened and damaged hair
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